AN ESSENTIAL part of the computer-assisted instruction (CAl) system developed at Stanford University is the near-natural quality audio delivery, of discursive material. As discussed elsewhere in this volume (Sanders & Levine, 1981; Levine, 1981) , the MISS audio system generates quite natural sounding pitch (fundamental frequency), duration, and intensity parameterizations of speech, hut the use of individually pre-recorded (citation form) words rather than connected phrases results in noticeable nonnatural quality. Figure 1 shows the results of a naturalness test, described in more detail in Sanders, Gramlich, and Levine (1981), in which naive subjects listened to and rated sentences which were modified recordings of complete sentences. The original sentences were recorded and LP (Linear Prediction) analyzed. The sentences presented varied in the kind of modification performed:
shows some of the composite ratings (and standard deviations) from the combined subjects' ratings in this experiment. The ratings were 6.7+ 1.9 5.4 + 2.1 4.5 + 2.1 2.3 + 1.7
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FIGURE 1. Ratings of MISS intonation components.
done on a 1-9 scale with 9 being most natural and I least natural. Each of the ratings presented is (statistically) significantly separated from the other ratings. It is clear from the figure that the use of citation form words is the major contributor to perceived non-natural quality of word concatenated synthesized speech. Notice that the score for the composite sentences is not much worse than the score for the sentences with citation form words.
One explanation for this non-naturalness is that hearers perceive Ullusual junctions between the words in an utterance due to the concatenation of citation forms. We have begun to examine this problem and to develop a general algorithm for alleviating it in the context of our present speech synthesis system. Our overall goal is to make the word junctures phonetically smooth and thus substantially improve the perceived naturalness of the audio presentation of CAl materials.
The object of the research reported below was to employ interpolation of LPC speech (in some representation) in order to increase the naturalness of transitions between independently recorded sounds (which, in general, are words). The interpolation was to be done on an LP representation of the sounds as formants and bandwidths, obtained by transforming LP reflection coefficients. Recent work at Stanford (reported in Sanders, Gramlich, & Suppes, 1981) has shown interpolation and quantization of LPC formant frequencies and bandwidths to be effective as methods of data rate reduction. We expect that interpolation techniques can also be used to improve the perceived naturalness of synthesized speech by smoothing the transitions between independently recorded sounds.
Formants and bandwidths provide an acoustic representation of the LP analyzed speech. An alternative interpolation model might use a vocal-tract area function (or the logarithm of area ratios) which is a transformation of LP coded speech to a speech production model. Both the formant and area models can be expected to display good continuity properties across word boundaries. While we will describe some of our data in terms of vocal-tract position in this article, we decided to use the formant model because our preliminary experience with area functions was not satisfactory.
A large amount of research has been done by others on the underlying phonetic structures of speech. While we do not discuss this work here, the interested reader is especially referred to articles in Fry (1976) and to work by Klatt (1975) .
, .
OVERVIEW OF SOME OF THE ISSUES INVOLVED 541
The requirements for successful word-boundary interpolation include consideration of the following topics:
1. Syntactic and semantic conditions. 2. Phonetic conditions: the durations and locations of the interpolation region in individual words.
3. The interpolation curve -linear or more complex.
In addition the following considerations offer alternatives to straightforward development of an interpolation system: 4. Restriction of interpolation to very common "function" words.
5. The use of specially prepared "bridges" to connect words.
Together with these issues is the problem of representing and using the information needed for interpolation for a large, general vocabulary.
The first issue is when, in fact, to interpolate. We have a general idea of what syntactic and semantic structures rule out interword interpolation. Essentially, the condition is that there is no interpolation over major constituent breaks, and also no interpolation preceding a semantically emphasized word.
Our current prosodic algorithms generate silences for pauses in these structures and it is also simple to prevent interpolation there. This simple implementation of the semantic and syntactic effects on sentence interpola M tion will doubtless need to be refined, but it is quite reasonable as a starting point and we have not pursued this part of the investigation further.
Another issue is the determination and representation of phonetic conditions on interpolation at word boundaries. We need to determine the region within each word for interpolation, the duration of the entire word juncture region, and the shape of the interpolation curve to be applied. Finally we need to determine how to represent the information needed for a real-time application of the rules for interpolation.
Some of the questions relating to the interpolation region within words are:
1. Over what number of frames to interpolate, on each side of the word boundary.
2. Whether that number is the same on both sides of the boundary.
3. Whether that number is constant for the vocabulary.
4. Whether the starting and ending points are the same for each formant.
5. What phonetic constraints (segmental and stress), if any, are critical in determining the position of the interpolation point(s) in each word.
The entire issue of duration and its relationship to interpolation needs to be clarified. Part of the explauation for the poor rating of the word concatenated sentences in the previous experiment is that the duration of , .
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A. LEVINE the inter-word boundary was uncontrolled and irregular. When we interpolate will we eliminate some frames from each word as well?
Another issue to be discussed is the question of formant paths and the uniformity of those paths in different phonetic and phonological environments. We must decide whether linear paths between words are adequate. The most straightforward interpolation method is the imposition of a linear curve for each of the formants and bandwidths. An alternative is to impose a second order polynomial. Do we want the interpolation line to have a sharper slope on one side of the boundary than on the other? Another question is whether to interpolate only the formants or both formants and bandwidths.
Concomitant with the determination of the phonetic conditions on interpolation is the question of how to represent this information for an entire vocabulary to be used in a real-time synthesis system. We currently store the information needed for prosodic manipulations in a hash-table requiring approximately two (36-bit) words of information for each entry. This information includes the part-of-speech for parsing and initial and peak citation form fundamental frequency values. The MISS synthesizer uses parameter settings derived from these values to perform its intonation modifications. A minor extension of this method would be to include initial and final targets (or actual values) for each of th!, first three formants. It is also possible to "mark" particular frames for beginning or ending interpolation. Mark frames and the hash-tables are discussed in Sanders and Levine (1981) .
One possibility for improving perceived smoothness of the utteranceS without using interpolation at every boundary is to concentrate on only function words with a high frequency of occurrence (e.g., articles or auxiliary verbs, such as "the", "is", etc.) and how their junctures with the rest of the vocabulary need to be handled. While it is tempting to think that this would be considerably easier to implement than a full vocabulary wordboundary interpolation project, there are two contrary indications. As will be discussed below, we have found that smoothing the junctures of individual words in a sentence can focus the listener's attention on the unsmooth nature of tbe remainder. Thus, improving the junctures for high fr.equency words will not necessarily improve the overall perception of naturalness. Also, achieving good interpolations on even this small set of wOl-ds in context with the full vocabulary necessitates at least an understanding of the general principles of word juncturing. While the implementation of these principles might be somewhat easier (for example; timing of arithmetic operations or special markings of lexical items for real time synthesis), a good deal of the general technique will need to be incorporated into the procedures in any case.
One possible way to design the word-boundary interpolation is to use the techniques that have -good success in word formation. We could treat a pair of words to be smoothed as conceptually forming one new word. In that view, we would interpolate the two words over a specially prepared "bridge". A bridge contains the ending of one segment and the beginning of another.
Some fair success has been achieved, at Stanford, in applying the method of using demisyllables for word formation (as suggested by Lovins & Fujimura, 1976) . We expect that applying a similar technique to "bridges" will also produce good results in inter-word, sentential smoothing.
Using bridges potentially solves most of the phonetic problems mentioned above since we would not, in that case, actually be interpolating over phonetically unlike segments. We could match beginning and ending segments with the appropriate bridge for the transition between them. This method may also alleviate the problem of choosing an interpolation curve, as well as our duration and location problems since the bridge itself already contains this information. A small dictionary of these bridges has been constructed and tested. The evaluation of these bridges is discussed below.
SOME DATA ON PHONETIC WORD JUNCTURE INTERACTIONS
The following subsections present phonetic data on formant relationships in vowel-ta-vowel and vowel-ta-consonant inteIWord contexts.
We have selected examples of the glide plus back-high-long (rounded) vowel to central vowel (lyu:/ to /uh/, in "value of"), back-high-long vowel to front-low vowel (lu:/ to /ae/, in "two adder"), and front-high-long vowel to back-low vowel (le:/ to /aw/, in "p or"). In general we have found that there is a mutual accommodation of the vowel positions which becomes more pronounced as the utterance (the context surrounding the words in the juncture) becomes more complicated.
Another juncture examined below involves a word ending in a vowel accommodating to the initial consonant of the following word. In this case the extent of the accommodation is limited to the vowels or consonants on the interword juncture and is not affected by preceding or following vowels.
Formant transitions at word junctures ,do not all begin and end simultaneOUSly for the different formants. This fact renders implausible the idea of doing interpolation from some single point in the word-final vowel for the first three formants to another single point in the following word-initial vowel.
In the following figures the formants are displayed in the standard vowel chart arrangement, with the first formant (FI) values on the verticalaxis and the difference between first and second formants (F2-FI) on the horizontal axis. In these figures, the front of the mouth is on the left of the figure, so that the vowel le:/ is top-left, while /aw/ is bottom right. Each point on the slide represents data from five recordings of the utterance (by 544 A. LEVINE the same speaker) averaged together. Different symbols (which will be described in each particular case) Xs, Os, etc., represent different utterance contexts of recording.
Example of Word Junctures: "VALUE OF"
Figure 2 shows vowel positions for the words "value" and "of", both in citation form recordings and in several different utterance contexts. The Xs on the figure mark the positions of the vowels in citation form words. The !u:! of "value" begins with a !y! glide in the front ofthe mouth (labeled A in the figure) and ends in a high back position (labeled B). The word "of" in citation form starts with a somewhat back and low sound (labeled C) and then rises (to D).
• Three separate contexts were examined here in addition to the citation forms: "Value of' (indicated by as), "The value of p" (indicated by f!, s), and "The value of p is true" (indicated by '1s). In these contexts, with "value of" as a phrase, we find that the end of the !u:! of "value" moves back in the mouth (area E) from the citation form, towards the beginning of the !uh! in "of' (area F). The beginning of the !uh! in "of' moves up and forward in the mouth (area F) from its citation form (area C) to accommodate to the !u:! of "value" (area E).
Note that the !uh! in "of" (area G) ends somewhat before its citation form final value (area D) but on the same declination line as in citation form. This is probably because the word receives less stress in context than in citation form and not directly because of any contextual phonetic accommodations. Since the word "of" shortens the same amount in the different contexts, we expect that the three context values for !uh! (area G) be similar, as observed.
In the observed contexts, phonetic material connects the end of "value" to the beginning of "of" in a smooth way, not shown in this figure.
Example of Word Junctures: "TWO ADDER"
In Figure 3 we show data for the words "two" and "adder", which are phonetically similar to "value" and "of" shown before. Only the end of the !u:! vowel in "two" is shown (labeled H and I). Two points are shown for the beginning of the !ae! of "adder" because of the unreliability of the data at those points (labeled] and K). In addition, the end of the !ae! vowel, adjacent to the !d! consonant is also shown (labeled L).
As in Figure 2 , the citation form values are indicated by Xs. The contexts here are the phrases: "two adder" (indicated by as, "a two adder unit" (indicated by f!, s) and "I used a two adder unit" (indicated by v s).
The word "two" has a high back vowel, !u:!, and the word "adder" has a low front vowel, !ae/. The !ae! vowel in "adder" bears more stress than the !uh! in "of". Comparing Figures 2 and 3 , we see that the end of the !u:! from "two", in citation form (labeled H), is a little bit higher and further ;:1 547 back than the lu:1 from "value" (labeled B). The end of lyu:1 in "value" is at (F2 -Fl = 885, FI~376) while the end of lu:1 in "two" is at (F2 -FI = 462, FI~296). The citation form for the lael of "adder" (labeledJ) is considerably forward and lower than the luhl in "of" (labeled C). The beginning of luhl in "of" is at (F2 -FI = 448, FI = 649) while the beginning of lael in "adder" is at (F2 -FI~785, FI = 740) .
The context forms of the lu:1 (area I) are all slightly forward, that is towards the lael, of the citation form. The context forms of the lael (area K) all begin somewhat higher, still along the citation form declination line. The importance of this difference is demonstrated by the close positions of all the final lael points (area L). These points, taken from just before the Idl stop, are at the same position regardless of the context. We see then that the change from citation forms involves only the end of the lu:1 and the beginning of the lae/.
Example of Word Junctures: "P OR"
In Figure 4 we have data for the words "p" and "or". "P" has a high front vowel (Ie:/) and "or" contains a low back vowel (law/), the reverse of the vowel pair we just looked at in "two adder". The Xs again mark the citation forms. We show just the beginning of the vowel in "or". The two context forms used here are: "P or" (indicated by Os) and "Either p or q is true" 
Some Data on Vowel-Consonant Interactions
In Figure 5 we present data for a series of recordings of the vowel luhl followed by a word beginning with It I and different vowels, lu:/, lahl, le:/, lael, luh/. The phrases used here were, "a-teeter" (indicated by Os), "atotter" (indicated by Xs), "a-tatter" (indicated by f', s), "a-tutter" (indicated by \7s), and "a-two" (indicated by.s) in the context of "a-two-adder-unit".
As in the previous figures, each of these points represents five recordings.
The beginning of the luhl vowel is labeled as area T on the figure. The area labeled Z designates the final part of the luhl, and the different locations for the vowel following the It I are labeled with WI through W5. "Teeter" has a high front vowel (area WI), "tatter" has a low vowel (area W5), and so on. x -citation forms 0 -"P or"
6. -"Either P or Q is true" x -"a totter"
b. -"a tatter"
o -"a teeter" \j -"a tutter" FIGURE 5. Vowel positions for the word "a" followed by "teeter", "totter", "tatter", "tutter", "two",
The important thing to notice here is that regardless of the vowel quality following the Itl, the end of the luhl vOwel (area Z) remains in the same place, aimed, roughly speaking, at the ItI and not at the vowel following the It/. What looks like an approach to the high front vowel le:1 in one case, is shown to he a general accommodation to the consonant /t/, since there is no consistent effect on the final position of luhl due to the position of the vowel following the ItI . Rather it is the initial segment, vowel or consonant, of the following word that the preceding sound moves toward.
Some Data on the Nature of the Formant Transitions
The data presented above indicate that interpolation from some point in the vowel of a word ending in a vowel, to the beginning of the next word, or somewhere slightly into the next word, should be a sufficient solution for word juncture smoothing. A prohlem that arises is that the formants do not all begin to change at the same time during the transition between words. Figure 6 shows the first three formants of the words "p or" taken from the context "Either p or q is true". The formant frequencies are plotted against time, measured in pitch period frames. The formants between frames 45 and 53 are the word "p", those between frames 60 and the end are the word "or" and the formants between frames 54 and 59 are the transition between "p"and "or". We can see that when the first formant is starting its transition, the other two formants are still in the le:/. When the second formant is starting its transition the third formant is practically finished, and similarly throughout. It is accidental that the first and second formants finish their transitions at the same time. Each of the formants moves more or less independently, starting and stopping at different points. This variability in formant transitions gives the impression to the hearer that there is a continuous transition between the words, rather than having a discrete juncture. The continuous nature of the word junctures is often observed. The variability in the transitions also makes it likely that transitions will consist of sounds that are not recognizable phonetic segments.
METHODS FOR SMOOTHING WORD JUNCTURES
The evidence presented above indicates that two aspects of the phonetics of word junctures should be adjusted to improve the naturalness of word concatenated speech. First, the first three vowel formants for a vowel-consonant transition can be interpolated between the normal vowel formant frequencies and a target value related to the vowel and consonant. Second, it may be necessary to add phonetic material (bridges) at word junctures, especially in vowel-vowel transitions, and adjust the formants at the bridge boundaries in order to supply a smooth transition between the words.
, . We discuss, in the following subsections, some of our attempts at synthesizing smooth word junctures and the problems we have encountered. The synthesis experiments described here are a natural complement to the phonetic analysis described above. By trying various synthesis techniques we were able to search through possible word junctures and evaluate them for their usefulness in producing natural sounding speech. It is conceivable that some reasonably simple smoothing method not actually occurring naturally could result in natural sounding utterauces. The only way to find such a method is to explore various synthesis techniques.
One problem for evaluating the experimental synthesis techniques has been that extraneous clicks and pops entered the smoothed phrases due to the LPC manipulations. These clicks and pops were not directly related to the juncture smoothing but their presence resulted in poorer evaluations of the smoothed junctures than we expected.
Interpolation Methods
Several different interpolations of the first three formants were applied to the juncture between the word "value" and "of" in the sentence, "the value of P is true." These different methods are summarized in Figure 7 . We informally compared these methods to each other and to an uninterpo-:-lated version of the sentence for comparison. All of the sentences used our standard LP synthesis by word concatenation with intonation modification.
The first version employed simple linear interpolation of 2 frames (about 40 ms) on each side of the boundary. That is, the values of each of the three formants from two frames before the end of "value" until two frames after the beginning of "of" were assigned linear increments that made the formant paths straight lines (in terms of frames, not time). Since the LP representation is divided up on the basis of pitch periods, we used frames representing double pitch periods as our time base.
The interpolation resulted in fairly good quality speech but a /w/ sound was introduced between the /yu:/ and the schwa. This is not an unreasonable phonetic interpolation between the formant positions since the /w/ is a The value ofP is true.
Methods:
Simple linear-2 frames each word Match beginning of "of" to end of "value" Match beginning of "of" Lo end of value", end of "of" to recording Interpolate the /yu:/ of "value" through the / \ of "of" Interpolate the middle of /yu:/ through the / \ of "of" Interpolate the end of /yu:/ through the / \ of "of" Un-Interpolated FIGURE 7. Possible interpolation mechanisms for "value" and "of', , .
LPC COEFFICIENT INTERPOLATION
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glide from high-back tongue position to center-mid. Even so, a noticeable non-naturalness resulted from this glide.
A second method for smoothing multiplied the formants for the entire word "of" so that at the beginning of the word each of the first three formants was equal to the corresponding formant frequency at the end of "value". While this was clearly not in accordance with what we observed above, the rationale for trying this method was that it clarified somewhat the relative importance of the formant path as opposed to the actual values assigned. The sound of the schwa was completely distorted here and sounded like the lu:1 from "value".
The third smoothing method used a linear interpolation of the three formants of "of" from the end points of "value" to the recorded end of the vowel of "of". Here the citation form formant paths for "of" were replaced by simple linear paths. Since "of" was a non-content word and is observed, in general, to undergo a great deal of phonetic variation, we imagined that this major interpolation might sound natural due to the smoothness of the word juncture between the two relatively stable phonetic segments (the lyu:1 of "value" and the Ivl of "of"). This sound was of reasonably good quality but the lack of smoothness between "value" and "of" present in the uninterpolated version was still present in this sound.
The other three versions used linear interpolation from some point in the lyu:1 vowel of "value" through the end of the vowel in "of". Linear interpolation from the beginning or the middle of lyu:1 seemed reasonable in light of the data about accommodation seen above. Interpolating from the end (last few frames, about 40 ms) of the lyu:1 was a more conservative approach to the accommodation. In these cases as well as in the previous case, we assumed that the vowel quality of the schwa in "of" was much more variable than the lyu:1 in "value". By interpolating to the end of the schwa we assured that the vowel-consonant transition in "of" was maintained as in the recorded citation form. The most conservative approach sounded much like the simple linear interpolation of two frames on each side of the boundary as in that case a phonetic IwI glide was perceived between the two vowels. The other two versions induced a considerable distortion to the quality of the schwa due to the long duration of the lyu:1 relative to the schwa.
An informal listening test, rating the above six methods applied to this sentence (together with an unsmoothed sentence), showed that the unsmoothed was considered the most natural version. The rankings of the smoothing methods, from best to worst, were as follows:
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A. LEVINE 4. Linear interpolation of the middle of Iyu:/ through the schwa in "of'.
5. Match beginning of "of' to end of "value".
6. Linear interpolation of the beginning of Iyu:/ through the schwa in "of'.
In addition to experimenting with these synthesis methods on the sentence "the value of p is true", we also tried out these techniques more generally. We noticed that the duration of the sound that was included in the interpolation had unexpected effects on the outcome of the synthesis. In particular when we specified an interpolation for greater than 100 ms of the initial sound of the second word, we usually found that we skipped a segment. This, of course, produced strange initial vowel qualities since we were using the wrong segment (sometimes a vowel, sometimes not) as the interpolation target. The formants that result from the interpolation may bear no relationship to either the original segments or any other naturally occurring segments. For example, in smoothing the phrase "table exercises", by using IOO ms of the word "exercises", we produced a schwa-like sound in the first vowel because the target segment in this case was the beginning of the r-colored schwa in the second syllable.
When we specified 40 ms as the interpolation duration, the target stayed in the vowel segment. With an initial schwa vowel, even this duration might be too long. At the 40 IDS duration a preceding consonant can still exhibit a very pronounced effect on the perception of the initial vowel. In the case of "table exercises" the effect produced at the word juncture is /el + lex/. This may be desirable in general but in a very short phrase it was too noticeable to seem natural.
Demisyllables and Bridges
The problem mentioned above, that the different formants for a given segmental transition begin to change at different times with respect to the word boundary, can be overcome by inserting phonetic material (bridges) that already contains appropriate transitions and then using linear interpolation of the formants to assure that the paths are continuous. This technique is similar to the use of demisyllables for word formation. For words, the demisyllables avoid problems of complex transitions between segments. Here they are used to avoid the complex transitions between segments that Occur between words. One difference between the two techniques is that, while for word formation the phonetic materials are, in fact, demisyllables, the bridges are segmental rather than syllabic.
We have had very good experiences using demisyllables for word formation. A partial inventory consisting of 274 initial and 268 final demisyllables was constructed semi-automatically from the LP analyzed citation-form vocabulary. The criterion for placing a demisyllable boundary was to select the voiced segment with the highest and longest duration amplitude in the word. This approximately corresponds to the Lovins and Fujimura (1976) definition of the boundary as being 60 ms into the steady state of the vowel. The demisyllables are concatenated to form syllables. Since, by the construction of the demisyllables, we know that we are concatenating similar vowel segments at the syllable internal boundary, there is no strong necessity for LP coefficient interpolation in forming the syllables. The relative stresses on different syllables of polysyllabic words are assigned by modifying the pitch contour, the relative durations of the syllables, and the relative amplitudes.
In addition to using our demisyllable inventory, we also applied the same sort of technique to constructing complex words by cutting citation form words at presumed demisyllable boundaries and recombining the pieces to form new words. Again, the criterion for selecting the boundary assures us that the junctures will be phonetically similar enough to avoid the need, in general, for LP coefficient interpolation. Using these two related techniques we added more than 500 words to the citation form vocabulary after the original talker left.
We constructed an inventory of word juncture bridges, usingsounds cut out of already recorded sentences. The eighty demisyllable bridges in the inventory have durations in a 50-120 millisecond range, with the average duration being 80 milliseconds. These durations correspond to the duration of the transition in "p or" as described a1x:>ve in section 2.5. The bridges were cut taking a few frames from each of the words at ajuncture using the known phonetic characteristics of the sounds involved to determine exactly where the cuts should be made. Since our LP -formant representation (see Sanders, Gramlich, & Suppes, 1981) of consonants often has the first three formant frequencies unfilled, bridges were not particularly useful for consonant-vowel or vowel-consonant word junctures. The most useful bridges were for vowel-vowel junctures.
One question that arises is: How much of the word being bridged should be cut? For example, in the word "of" whose citation form has about 30 frames, the most natural sounding version using a bridge had 15 frames cut from "of" . For this word the 15 frames represent most of the schwa vowel. Since the duration of this vowel in context is always quite short (in our intonation modifications it is shortened to one-fourth its citation form duration) this amount of deletion corresponds to the duration of the interpolation region discussed above in section 3.1.
Preliminary Evaluation Results
We compared the use of one bridge, between "value" and "of" with an uninterpolated version; then a comparison of a two bridge sentence with its uninterpolated version; and, finally, an uninterpolated sentence with one that had several words bridged. Linear interpolation of three formants for two frames on each side of the bridge was performed in all the bridged sentences.
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A. LEVINE Figure 8 shows the overall result from a short listening test in which? variety of subjects rated the naturalness of sentences which had been synthesized using some of the techniques described above. The subjects were given only rough instructions as to how to rate sentences and were given five sample synthesized sentences as a means of seeing the range of conditions they would be rating. The subjects rated twenty sentences in a variety of synthesis conditions including:
1. Word concatenation from citation form words with our standard intonation modification (prosody alone).
We found that by improving the smoothness of the transition between one or two pairs of words in a sentence, we had emphasized the lack of smoothness in the rest of the sentence. This effect resulted in some evaluations of these partially smoothed sentences as worse than the unsmoothed, especially when subjects were aware that smoothness of juncture was being evaluated.
The simple word concatenation was rated the best of the three techniques mentioned above. It is likely that pops and clicks generated in the interpolated sentences as an unwanted byproduct of the interpolation procedures reduced the ratings of (2) and (3). There were generally more clicks and pops in (3) than in (2).
Bridging was judged better than shortening without bridging, possibly showing that improving the word juncture without modifying the formant structures at the juncture is not sufficient. This conclusion is not a very strong one, however, since the difference between the two mean scores is quite small. Looking at the rank ordering of the three methods by individual subjects (Figure 9 ), we find that the three subjects with the greatest exposure to synthesized audio (RL, BA, and CMG) all rated the (2) sentences as the best of the three methods, while among the other more naive subjects the (1) sentences were rated best, and there is an even distribution between (2) and (3). This indicates that for listeners with more sophistication, who (perhaps) were able to ignore the clicks and pops, shortening is the more effective element in improving word junctures.
CONCLUSION
We have explored some ways to increase the naturalness of word concatenated speech with intonation modification. Evidence from analysis of recordings indicates, first, that the first three vowel formants for a vowe1-consonant transition can be interpolated between the normal vowel formant frequencies and a target value related to the vowel and consonant, and, second, it may be necessary to add phonetic material (bridges) at word junctures, especially in vowel-vowel transitions, and adjust the formants at the bridge boundaries in order to supply a smooth transition between the words.
The principal methods we concentrated on were: interpolation of the _ first three formants, shortening of final and initial segments, and the use of demisyllable bridges at word boundaries. While there are still substantial issues to be resolved, our current research indicates that these methods result in an improvement to the naturalness of word concatenated synthesized speech if extraneous noises are not introduced into the synthesis.
